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ABSTRACT: Nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond have emerged as a
leading quantum sensor platform, combining exceptional sensitivity with
nanoscale spatial resolution by optically detected magnetic resonance
(ODMR). Because fluorescence-based ODMR techniques are limited by low
photon collection efficiency and modulation contrast, there has been growing
interest in infrared (IR)-absorption-based readout of the NV singlet state
transition. IR readout can improve contrast and collection efficiency, but it has
thus far been limited to long-path length geometries in bulk samples due to the
small absorption cross section of the NV singlet state. Here, we propose to
amplify the IR absorption by introducing a resonant diamond metallodielectric
metasurface that concentrates the optical field near the diamond surface. This
“plasmonic quantum sensing metasurface” (PQSM) supports plasmonic
surface lattice resonances and achieves desired balance between field localization and sensing volume to optimize spin readout
sensitivity. From combined electromagnetic and rate-equation modeling, we estimate a near-spin-projection-noise-limited sensitivity
below 1 nT Hz−1/2 per μm2 of sensing area using numbers for present-day NV diamond samples and fabrication techniques. The
proposed PQSM enables a new form of microscopic ODMR sensing with infrared readout near the spin-projection-noise-limited
sensitivity, making it appealing for the most demanding applications such as imaging through scattering tissues and spatially resolved
chemical NMR detection.
KEYWORDS: quantum sensing, nitrogen vacancy center, color centers, diamond quantum microscopy, plasmonics, metasurfaces

The ability to optically measure quantities such as electric
field, magnetic field, temperature, and strain under

ambient conditions makes the nitrogen vacancy (NV) system
appealing for a range of wide-field sensing applications from
imaging biological systems1 and electrical activity in integrated
circuits2 to studying quantum magnetism and superconductiv-
ity in quantum materials.3−6 NV-based magnetometers have
shown exceptional sensitivity at room temperature, but
conventional fluorescence-based readout methods result in
sensitivity values far from the spin projection noise limit
primarily due to background fluorescence, poor photon
collection efficiency, and low spin-state contrast.7 These
limitations can be overcome by probing the infrared (IR)
singlet transition near 1042 nm by absorption.8 However, this
absorption-based readout has only been demonstrated for bulk
diamond samples with a large optical path length of
millimeters9,10 to centimeters11,12 due to the small absorption
cross section of the singlet state transition. This long
pathlength requirement presents the central challenge in IR
readout to imaging microscopy, where the sensing depth
should commonly be below the micrometer scale. The
plasmonic quantum sensing metasurface (PQSM) solves this
problem by confining vertically incident IR probe light in a
micrometer-thick NV layer with a quality factor near 300. The
PQSM consists of a metallodielectric grating that couples

plasmonic surface lattice excitations with Bragg modes,13,14

caused by the Rayleigh−Wood anomaly (RWA). Unlike
fluorescence, the directional reflection (or transmission) can
be captured with near-unity efficiency. In particular, detection
of the reflected coherent probe light with a standard camera
enables shot-noise limited detection, eliminating the need of
single photon detectors. Taken together, our analysis predicts
that the PQSM coupled to NV sensing layers can enable a
sensitivity below 1 nT Hz−1/2 per μm2 of sensing area.

■ RESULTS
IR-Absorption-Based Detection Scheme. The principle

of NV-based magnetometers lies in the Zeeman energy shift of
the NV defect spin sublevels that can be polarized and
measured optically. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the spin
sublevels ms = 0 and ms = ±1 of the 3A2 ground triplet state,
labeled as |1⟩ and |2⟩, respectively, are separated by a zero-field
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splitting of D = 2.87 GHz, whose transition can be accessed
with a resonant microwave field. Upon spin-conserving off-
resonant green laser excitation, a fraction of the population
decays nonradiatively into the 1A1 metastable singlet state, |5⟩,
predominantly from |4⟩ as k45 ≫ k35, where kij indicates the
decay rate from level i to level j. After a sub-nanosecond decay
from |5⟩ to |6⟩, the shelving time at |6⟩ exceeds 200 ns at room
temperature.15 Therefore, the population of |6⟩ can be
measured by absorption of the singlet state transition, |6⟩ →
|5⟩, resonant at 1042 nm.
Figure 1b shows the proposed quantum diamond micros-

copy together with the PQSM. The PQSM is pumped with a
green laser at λt = 532 nm with intensity of It for NV spin
initialization, and it is back-side illuminated with transverse
magnetic (TM) polarized probe light at an angle, θi, at λs =
1042 nm with intensity of Is for IR readout. Upon IR
incidence, the light field is localized and intensified near the
sensing surface, providing a sufficient field overlap with the NV
layer with thickness, dNV. The PQSM-NV signal is manifested
as spin-dependent phase and amplitude changes in the IR
reflection. The signal field, Esig, is separated from the

undiffracted field, Eud, in a dark-field excitation geometry
(i.e., k-vector filtering). Unlike fluorescence measurement, in
this absorption-based measurement scheme, the spatially well-
defined signal beam ensures a near-unity collection efficiency.
The collected signal beam is interfered with the local oscillator,
ELO. Phase-sensitive homodyne detection is performed by
detecting the interfered light intensity, Iout, given by eq 1, with
a CCD camera for wide-field imaging.

I I R

I
R R r I

R R r I I

( , , , )
(1 ) ( , )
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out t R LO
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t R
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where R is the power splitting ratio of the beam splitter, r(It,
ΩR) is the complex reflection coefficient of the PQSM, ΔϕLO is
the relative phase difference between ELO and Esig when It = 0,
and ΔϕNV is the additional phase change of Esig incurred by the
NV spin response. A combination of R and ΔϕLO is chosen to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the PQSM. The
embedded metallic array of the PQSM doubles as a wire array

Figure 1. (a) Energy-level diagram for negatively charged and neutral nitrogen NV centers in diamond. (b) Absorption-based diamond spin
microscopy on a PQSM consisting of an embedded metallodielectric grating structure. TM-polarized incoming light excites a plasmonic SLR mode,
creating a vertically extended field profile. Upon an applied microwave magnetic field with a Rabi frequency of ΩR, the NV spin response is
manifested as phase and amplitude changes in Esig. The spin-dependent signal, |Esig|

2, is separated from the undiffracted beam, |Eud|
2, in a dark-field

excitation geometry and interferes with a local oscillator, |ELO|
2. The interfered output beam, Iout, is detected by a CCD camera. (c) Total electric

field intensity profile at λs = 1042 nm with p = 426.5 nm, w = 277 nm, t = 55 nm, and θi = 1°. The arrow plot shows the magnetic field, B , generated
by a uniform driving current in an array of plasmonic silver wires. The lengths of the arrows are proportional to the magnetic field strength. The
structure is assumed to be infinitely periodic in the x-direction.
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for NV microwave control:16,17 with a subwavelength spacing,
an array of the silver wires produces a homogeneous transverse
magnetic field, B , as shown in Figure 1c. Local excitation and
probing of NVs within a pixel are possible by running a current
through an individual wire. The plasmonic arrays may also
enable subpixel addressing of emitters by creating a magnetic
field gradient.18

Metasurface Design. Here we discuss photonic design
criteria to maximize the IR signal of spin ensemble sensors.
The IR absorption readout has only been successfully
implemented with bulk diamond samples due to the intrinsic
absorption cross sectional area that is about an order of
magnitude smaller than that of the triplet state transition (i.e., |
1⟩ → |3⟩ and |2⟩ → |4⟩).9,12 Resonant structures can enhance
this weak light−NV interaction by modifying the local
electromagnetic environment of NV quantum sensors. The
rate of absorption of a NV center under an oscillating
electromagnetic field with frequency, ωs, can be expressed
following Fermi’s golden rule.

E
2
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density of states, which is modeled as a continuum of final
states with a Lorentzian distribution centered at ωs with
linewidth γ*. For a given angle, β, between the NV quantum
sensor’s transition dipole orientation, μ , and the electric field,
E , created by the PQSM, eq 2 can be expressed as eq 3 in
terms of the spontaneous emission rate of the singlet state

transition,
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where ϵ is the relative permittivity of diamond. The rate of
transition enhancement originates from the electric field
intensity enhancement at the position of a NV quantum
sensor, assuming the properties of the sensor remain
unperturbed by the PQSM. Contributions of all four
orientations of NV emitters are averaged, and the ensemble
response is spatially integrated to determine the signal of the
PQSM.
To guide the PQSM optimization, we adopt a figure of merit

(FOM) maximizing the NV spin-dependent SNR for a given
sensing volume of Vpixel = L2 × dNV, where L

2 is the area of a
pixel and dNV is the thickness of the NV layer with a uniform
density of nNV. The SNR of the pixelated plasmonic imaging
surface is given by eq 4 under the assumption of the shot noise
limit.
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where N0 and N1 are the average numbers of photons detected
from the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states, respectively, per
measurement, Δtmea is the total readout time, and I(0/ΩR) =
Iout(It, 0/ΩR, R, ΔϕLO). Here, we define |r(It, ΩR)| as |α0 −

αNV(It, ΩR)|, where |α0|
2 is the intrinsic reflection of the PQSM

(when It = 0 and αNV = 0) and |αNV(It, ΩR)|
2 = ANV is the NV

absorption. For |α0|
2 ≫ |αNV(It, ΩR)|

2, the SNR scales with
|αNV(It, ΩR)| − |αNV(It, 0)|; equivalently, it scales with

E E V n/ 0
2

pixel NV⟨| | ⟩ , where ⟨|E/E0|
2⟩ = ∫ pixel|E/E0|

2 dV/∫ pixel

dV is the spatially averaged optical field enhancement factor
over the single-pass field without plasmonic enhancement, E0.
We choose this quantity as a FOM to optimize the PQSM.
The detailed derivation for this FOM is described in SI Section
3.
Localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances can focus light

intensity at subwavelength scales and have been used to
increase spontaneous emission rates of single emitters or
ensembles of emitters confined in a nanometer-scale
volume.19−27 However, this field concentration comes with
the trade-off of reducing the number of NV centers, NNV, that
are coupled to the optical field. In addition, such field
concentration near a metallic material leads to losses due to
Ohmic damping and dephasing. Here we delocalize field while
maintaining a large electric field intensity and mitigate losses
via coupling LSP resonances to the diffractive states of RWA.
Balancing this trade-off depends on the use case. Increasing
dNV beyond the thickness of the sample being probed improves
signal only marginally while adding shot noise (refer to Section
3 of the SI for detailed discussion). This argument applies in
the lateral direction. Therefore, if a sample is micrometer-scale,
a RWA-like mode that has a better electric field overlap with a
thicker dNV would be more advantageous. On the other hand,
studying, for example, atom-thick quantum materials6 would
benefit from LSP-like optical modes with small confinement.
The electric field intensity profile shown in Figure 1c is the
result of an optimization with FOM being the electric field
intensity spatially averaged over a given NV layer thickness of 1
μm under a plane wave excitation.
The PQSM consists of a periodic arrangement of plasmonic

structures embedded in diamond that satisfies the dispersion
relation given by eq 5.

c
n k mGs

x
ω

= | + |
(5)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, n is the refractive index
of diamond, kx = k0 sin(θi) is the momentum component of
free-space light in the direction of the grating period, m
denotes the diffraction order, and |G| is given by 2π/p.13,14 An
incoming far-field radiation with momentum, k0, gains
momentum by integer multiples of |G| and can satisfy
momentum matching conditions to couple with the grating
mode. When the Bragg scattering condition is met, the
incident electromagnetic wave diffracts parallel to the grating
surface and creates a field profile that extends vertically away
from the grating surface,28,29 providing a sufficient field overlap
with the NV layer. The large field concentration near the
surface is accompanied when the RWA is coupled with the
periodic array of plasmonic structures that support a surface
lattice resonance (SLR). The RWA mode alone is independent
of the material property of the embedded plasmonic structures
(eq 5). However, the mode shown in Figure 1b shows
plasmonic nature as it is highly dependent on the permittivity
of the metallic material. When silver is replaced with a perfect
electric conductor, which supports no plasmonic resonance as
no field penetration is possible to excite collective oscillations
of free carriers, a dramatic field intensity reduction is observed
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(refer to SI Section 1). The SLR of the proposed PQSM
achieves Q near 300. The PQSM combines a large field
enhancement of the LSP mode and delocalization of the Bragg
mode, making the SLR well-suited for ensemble-based sensing.
Furthermore, the same PQSM structure can accommodate a
Bragg mode resonant at λt = 532 nm with a change in
incidence angle with ⟨|E/E0|

2⟩ approximately 2 (refer to SI
Section 1).
Metasurface Spin-Dependent Response. The photo-

dynamics of the NV system is captured with the 8-level energy
structure that accounts for photoionization as shown in Figure
1a. The local density of each sublevel, n|i⟩, is calculated based
on the coupled rate equations described in SI Section 2. The
spin-dependent IR absorption is then obtained from the
calculated net population of the ground singlet state. In this
work, we base our calculations on the properties of an NV
layer in a diamond chip that are characterized in ref 30; a 1 μm
thick NV layer with a density of 2 ppm is assumed. For a [100]
diamond plane, all four orientations of NVs are expected to
have equal contributions for the given SLR-induced field
profile.
To account for stimulated emission, we consider a net

population of the ground singlet state, n|6⟩ − n|5⟩. Under steady
state conditions (in the case of continuous wave (CW)-
ODMR), n|6⟩ − n|5⟩ weakly depends on the IR probe intensity,
Is, until the absorption rate becomes comparable to the excited
state decay rate (Figure 2a). Because the lifetime of the ground
state, |6⟩, is approximately two orders of magnitude longer
than that of the excited state, |5⟩,15 the singlet state transition
(i.e., |6⟩ ↔ |5⟩) has an exceptionally high saturation intensity,
enabling each NV to absorb multiple photons per cycle.
Resonant structures make the sensing surface more power-
efficient; the IR incident intensity that brings the system to this
saturation level is effectively reduced by a factor of ∼⟨|E/E0|

2⟩.
The PQSM resonant field intensity enhancement also

modifies the radiative decay rate by γrad → Fpγrad + γq, where
Fp is the Purcell factor and γq is the rate of quenching.
However, the probability of absorbed IR photons to re-emit is
negligible for the following reasons. First, the singlet state
transition shows a low intrinsic quantum efficiency, radγ

Γ
, near

0.1%.31 Second, the quality factor of the NV’s singlet state
transition at room temperature is orders of magnitude smaller
than that of the PQSM. Regarding quenching, as quenching is
a short-range phenomenon, it is expected to have minimal
effects on the overall photodynamics considering the micro-
meter-scale SLR. In addition, this nonradiative channel is
considered a loss and is detrimental in fluorescence measure-
ments. However, this effect may be a benefit for the

absorption-based readout because it contributes to resetting
electrons back down to the ground state, |6⟩, more quickly,
thus making more electrons available to absorb incoming
photons at 1042 nm. Upon an applied microwave field,
electron spins from the excited ms = ±1 states preferentially
decay into the singlet states (i.e., k45≫k35). This incurs an
increase in spin-selective NV IR absorption (i.e., |αNV(It, ΩR)|

2

> |αNV(It, 0)|2). The change in NV absorption with and
without an applied MW field is shown in Figure 2b. Due to the
Kramers−Kronig relations, NV absorption accompanies a spin-
dependent phase shift, ΔϕNV(It, ΩR). The spin-dependent
phase and amplitude modulations of the reflected IR probe
field are the key capabilities of the PQSM that enable quantum
sensing. These phase and amplitude changes of the IR signal
allow for a phase-sensitive measurement. Here, we implement
a phase-sensitive coherent homodyne detection, where a local
oscillator interferes with the spin-dependent signal from the
PQSM. Under the conditions considered in this work, the
photon shot noise dominates, and a better SNR is achieved by
biasing the interferometric readout with a controlled phase
difference. SI Section 4 provides analytical forms for the SNR
under homodyne and direct detection. Furthermore, SI Section
4 provides detail in Supporting Information Figure 5c that the
local oscillator can be biased to achieve unity spin contrast.
Homodyne detection is particularly advantageous for fast
imaging on focal plane arrays. Under confocal scanning, for
example, a focal plane array could be integrated into an
integrated photonics layer32 or programmable photonic
unitaries;33 this would also enable basis transformations for
compressive sampling and super-resolution imaging.34−36

Furthermore, coherent detection also enables quantum
enhanced imaging schemes such as “interaction-free” imag-
ing,37 imaging with undetected photons,38 or loss-tolerant
quantum absorption measurements.39

■ DISCUSSION
DC Sensitivity. The shot-noise-limited sensitivity of a CW-

ODMR-based magnetometer per root area based on IR
absorption measurement is given by eq 6.

g

t L

SNR
A
CW

MW

B

mea
2

η
μ

=
ℏΓ Δ

(6)

where g ≈ 2.003 is the g-factor of of the electron of the NV
center, μB is the Bohr magneton, and ΓMW is the magnetic-
resonance linewidth which can be approximated as ΓMW = 2/
T2*, assuming no power broadening from pump or microwaves.
The sensitivity is normalized by an arbitrary pixel area, L2, and
is reported for a given NV layer thickness of dNV = 1 μm and a

Figure 2. (a) Normalized net population of the ground singlet state, (n|6⟩− n|5⟩)/nNV, as a function of It with (solid) and without (dotted) an
applied microwave field. (b) Differences in NV absorption, ANV, with and without an applied MW field excitation.
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given NV density of 2 ppm. The remaining experimental
parameters are listed in Table 1. An alternative magnetometry

method to CW-ODMR, such as pulsed ODMR or Ramsey
sequences, can be exploited to achieve T2*-limited perform-
ance. It is useful to compare the photon-shot-noise-limited
sensitivity with the spin-projection-noise-limited sensitivity of a
magnetometer consisting of noninteracting spin ensemble,
given by eq 7

g n d
A
sp

,ensemble

B NV NV

η
μ τ

= ℏ

(7)

where τ is the free precession time per measurement. Figure 3
shows that the PQSM can achieve sub-nT Hz−1/2 sensitivity

per μm2 sensing surface area. The sensitivity improves with
increasing green laser intensity until two-photon-mediated
photoionization processes start to become considerable. With
an IR intensity approaching 100 mW/μm2, the sensitivity
becomes only a factor of approximately 1.45 away from the
spin-projection-noise-limited sensitivity. The calculations
suggest that sub-nT Hz−1/2 sensitivity can be maintained
under wide-field illumination with reasonable excitation

powers (e.g., 1 W of green and 100 mW of IR over 100 μm
× 100 μm sensing area). A better sensitivity can be achieved
with an increase in the NV density without compromising the
spin properties via realizing a higher NV conversion efficiency.
Additionally, a further improvement is possible by implement-
ing a decoupling sequence that is compatible with dc
magnetometry to protect NV sensors from dephasing
mechanisms, and it has been experimentally demonstrated
that such method can extend the T2* up to 10 μs.40

AC Sensitivity. Sources of the NV spin dephasing can be
largely eliminated with coherent control techniques such as the
Hahn echo sequence. With an added π-pulse halfway through
the interrogation time, a net phase accumulated due to a static
or slowly varying magnetic field cancels out, and the
interrogation time can be extended to a value of ∼T2. Thus,
the AC sensitivity can improve by a factor of approximately

T T/2 2* at the cost of a reduced bandwidth and insensitivity to
magnetic field with an oscillating period longer than T2. For a
given NV density of 2 ppm, T2 is about an order of magnitude
longer than T2*.

7,30 The sensitivity per root area for an
ensemble-based AC magnetometer is given by eq 8.7

e
g n d

t t
1A

T

a.c.
R

/

B NV NV

I mea
2

η
σ

μ τ τ
=

ℏ
+

+ Δτ

(8)

where T2 is the characteristic dephasing time, tI is the
initialization time, and σR is the readout fidelity. The rate
equations are solved as a function of time to obtain time-
dependent population evolution as shown in Figure 4a. The
system achieves maximum spin contrast approximately within
the first 1 μs of readout and finally loses polarization with
increasing readout time, limited by the lifetime of the ground
singlet state. For given It and Is, an optimal readout time that
maximizes the time-integrated signal is calculated (refer to SI
Section 5). The optimal readout time is found based on the
balance between maintaining a spin contrast and preventing a
large measurement overhead time. An additional shot noise
introduced by the optical readout is quantified with the
parameter σR (eq 9), which is equivalent to an inverse of
readout fidelity.7

a b
a b

1
2( )
( )R 2σ = + +

− (9)

where a and b are the average numbers of photons detected
from the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states per spin per measurement,
respectively. As shown in Figure 4 b, the PQSM achieves near
unity readout fidelity per shot. Figure 5 shows the AC
sensitivity down to ∼10 pT Hz−1/2 per 1 μm2 sensing surface
area.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we report a diamond quantum sensing surface
consisting of embedded plasmonic nanostructures, which
shows a sub-nT Hz−1/2 sensitivity per a 1 μm2 sensing surface.
This exceptional performance is achieved by the SLR that
optimizes an electric field enhancement within a micrometer-
scale NV layer. The plasmonic structures of the PQSM also
provide an optimal microwave control by generating a
homogeneous magnetic field across a large sensing area.
Combined with a homodyne detection, the PQSM makes a
new type of quantum microscope that enables high-speed
imaging measurements at photon shot noise limit.

Table 1. Physical Parameters Used in This Work

parameter value

k31 = k42 66 μs−1 (ref 41)
k35 7.9 μs−1 (ref 41)
k45 53 μs−1 (ref 41)
k61 1 μs−1 (ref 41)
k62 0.7 μs−1 (ref 41)
k38 = k48 41.8 MHz/mW (ref 41)
k71 = k72 35.5 MHz/mW (ref 41)
Γ 1 ns−1 (ref 15)
ΓNV

0 53 μs−1 (refs 41, 42)
σt 3 × 10−21 m2 (ref 43)
σs 3 × 10−22 m2 (refs 9, 12)
σNV0 6 × 10−21 m2 (refs 41, 42)
nNV 2 ppm (ref 30)
T2* 1 μs (ref 30)
T2 10 μs (refs 7, 30)

Figure 3. (a) Area-normalized sensitivity as a function of It with
varying Is. The dotted black line indicates 1 nT Hz−1/2 sensitivity for a
1 μm2 sensing area. The solid black line indicates the spin-projection-
noise-limited sensitivity.
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This PQSM has far-reaching implications in quantum
science. The metasurface-coupled quantum sensor arrays can
enable manipulation of accumulated phase and polarization at
each position of a quantum sensor. By superposing spin-
dependent reflection or transmission, it may even be possible
to entangle different regions of the metasurface. The entangled
quantum metasurface is useful in applications that demand
measurements of correlated quantum fluctuation such as
quantum spin liquids in quantum materials.44,45 Such an
approach can exploit entanglement-enhanced quantum sensing
protocols to achieve performance beyond the standard
quantum limit.46,47
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readout time for a given Is = 1 mW/μm2. (b) Readout fidelity as a function of It with varying Is.

Figure 5. AC sensitivity per root sensing surface area as a function of
It with varying Is. The solid black line indicates the spin-projection-
noise-limited sensitivity.
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